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Abstract
Structures of aqueous [Be(H2O)4]2+, its outer-sphere and inner-sphere complexes with F-, Cl- and
SO42-, as well as dinuclear complexes with a [Be2(-OH)(-SO4)]+ core have been studied
through Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) simulations with the BLYP functional.
According to constrained CPMD/BLYP simulations and pointwise thermodynamic integration,
the free energy of deprotonation of [Be(H2O)4]2+ and its binding free energy with F- are 9.6 kcal
mol-1 and -6.2 kcal mol-1, respectively, in good accord with available experimental data. The
computed activation barriers for replacing a water ligand in [Be(H2O)4]2+ with F- and SO42-, 10.9
kcal mol-1 and 13.6 kcal mol-1, respectively, are also in good qualitative agreement with available
experimental data. These ligand substitution reactions are indicated to follow associative
interchange mechanisms with backside (SN2-like) attack of the anion relative to the aquo ligand
it is displacing. Outperforming static DFT computations of the salient kinetic and
thermodynamic quantities involving simple polarizable continuum solvent models, CPMD
simulations are validated as a promising tool to study structures and speciation of beryllium
complexes in aqueous solution.
Keywords: Beryllium; Speciation; Ab initio molecular dynamics, CPMD, Hydrolysis.
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Introduction
The greatest advantage of computational chemistry is that it enables the
chemist to explore areas of scientific interest where experiments are difficult,
hazardous, expensive or impossible. One such area is the chemistry of beryllium.
“Microgram for microgram”,1 beryllium has been described as the most toxic
element in the periodic table as a result of the uncontrollable immune response of
the body’s white blood cells in ~ 20% of exposed individuals subsequent to the
inhalation of less than microgram portions of beryllium particles.2-4 Consequently,
this has necessitated studies on the aqueous solution chemistry of beryllium over
the past two decades. A key area of interest is the solvation of the beryllium ion
and its interaction with counterions in its salt solutions.5-8 Generally, it has been
observed that the actual environment of the beryllium ion in aqueous solution
involves fluctuating arrangements of hydration spheres and counterions especially
in the presence of anions such as fluoride and sulfate.9-11 This information is of high
importance in view of the recently proposed toxicity route to beryllium sensitization
involving an accompanying ion.12 Moreover, the formation of these beryllium
complexes in aqueous solution is of interest for a variety of other applications such
as in environmental detection, wet chemical recycling and processing of beryllium
ores.13, 14 Consequently, the modelling of the structure and speciation of these
simple beryllium complexes in the virtual laboratory is very relevant to obtain
important insights into beryllium-water and beryllium-anion interactions in a
solvent environment.
In previous studies by our group, electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
(ESI-MS) was explored as a safe experimental technique to obtain rich information
on the speciation and coordination environment of the Be2+ cation in aqueous
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solution.15-18 However, a number of researchers have continually relied on
computational chemistry for the “safest” investigation of beryllium chemistry given
that even tiny levels of exposure have been reported to sensitise the white cells.19
Already there exist far more computational investigations than experimental studies
on the coordination chemistry of beryllium. The importance of complementing
computational results with those from supporting experimental techniques and vice
versa has been emphasized by Plieger and coworkers.20-23
In addition, the electrospray ionization mass spectrometric technique suffers
from several unavoidable but well-documented drawbacks as a result of the change
in the chemical environment as the solution species are transferred into the gas
phase.16, 24 Consequently, both solution and gas phase phenomena can be
represented in a mass spectrum in varying degrees and this thereby poses a
challenge in fully understanding the role of the solvent on beryllium speciation by
the ESI-MS technique. In order to complement species observed by ESI-MS (and
indeed other experiment results reported in the literature), we now provide detailed
insights into the dynamical structure of the beryllium aqua, sulfato, chlorido and
fluorido complexes as a function of the solvation environment, explored using ab
initio molecular dynamics. By employing density functional theory (DFT)
implemented in the Car-Parrinello method alongside suitable pseudopotentials, the
solvent effect is modelled explicitly and further utilised to study the structure,
speciation and ligand-substitution reactions of beryllium complexes in aqueous
solution. In this paper, Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) investigations
were mainly concerned with the two phenomena associated with the ESI-MS
behaviour of beryllium salt solutions observed and these include the deprotonation
of a coordinated water molecule and the coordination of the salt anion. While the
deprotonation of a coordinated water molecule and the resultant hydrolysis product
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of beryllium has been studied quite extensively, the occurrence of ion pairing in
beryllium solution has received far less attention.11, 25 Although these events are
highly correlated to the charge reduction during the electrospray process, they have
equally been reported in the aqueous solution chemistry of beryllium.11
Results and discussion
CPMD investigation of beryllium ion solvation in water and liquid
ammonia
The organisation of solvent molecules around the beryllium ion has
continually remained a subject of experimental and computational interest because
of the small size and high charge density of this ion.7 Following up on the
pioneering CPMD/BLYP study of aqueous Be2+ in 31 water molecules by Marx,
Sprik and Parrinello26 two unconstrained CPMD simulations of the
tetraaquaberyllium cation 1a (Chart 1) were performed in 63 and 90 water
molecules for a total of 18 ps in order to define the dynamical transition of the
primary and secondary solvation around the Be2+ cation. The radial distribution
functions, gBe-O(r) from CPMD simulation of Be2+ in 63 and 90 water molecules
for the entire simulation period are given in Figure 1a.
In accordance with the preferred tetrahedral geometry of the beryllium ion,
both simulations revealed a well demarcated first solvation shell corresponding to
a sharp peak (point A) which integrates into four oxygen atoms. The average Be-O
distance in the first hydration sphere was 1.647(6) Å and 1.643(4) Å for the
simulation in 64 H2O and in 90 H2O molecules, respectively, compared to the Be-
O distance of 1.66 Å which was reported in 31 water molecules.26 Interestingly,
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with the increasing number of water molecules, there is a trend of a slight shortening
of the Be-O bond distances towards experimental values observed to lie between
1.60-1.63 Å.7, 27 This highlights the subtle role of the second solvation sphere in
computing the structural properties of the tetraaquaberyllium cation, as has been
previously observed in static calculations.28 CPMD simulations also revealed
evidence of a well-defined second hydration sphere extending from 3.5 to 4.2 Å
around the Be2+ cation observed at point B. As shown in Figure 2, these water
molecules in the second hydration sphere are clearly organised and form a distinct
hydrogen-bonded network which further stabilises the species. From the integration
of this peak, 9-11 water molecules reside in the second hydration sphere of a Be2+
where 9 is most predominant occupation number of water molecule from the
sharper peak in the Be2+ in 90 H2O. While no water exchange event was observed
between the first and second hydration shells, interchange events were occasionally
observed following the migration of water molecules between the second and the
third hydration spheres as evident in the flattening of the RDF ongoing from point
B to C in Figure 1a.
Unlike the extensively studied tetraaquaberyllium complex 1a, the sparse
and inconclusive experimental details on the speciation of the beryllium ion in
liquid ammonia have led to the recent reinvestigation of beryllium complexes in
liquid ammonia.29, 30 Therefore, additional CPMD simulation of Be2+ was
performed in 67 ammonia molecules for a total of 12 ps. The Be-N radial
distribution functions and their integration numbers (n(r)) are shown in Figure 1b.
The first peak observed at point A (which also integrates to 4 nitrogen atoms over
a range of 1.694-1.849 Å) represents the first solvation shell of ammonia with an
average Be-N distance of 1.742(5) Å. This value is slightly larger than the Be-N
range of 1.725-1.733 Å in the recent X ray structure of 1b (Chart 1) but within the
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range of 1.710-1.74 Å from the neutron diffraction study of [Be(ND3)4]2+.29 In
comparison to the aqueous system, the Be2+ cation similarly structured the ammonia
molecule such that a second solvation sphere can be clearly observed at point B (see
Figure 1b) but with an extended distance range from 3.6 - 4.8 Å which integrates
into 8-11 nitrogen atoms. This finding suggests that not all the hydrogen atoms of
the primary solvation shell are involved in hydrogen bonding, reflecting a weaker
hydrogen bonding network in liquid ammonia in comparison to water. Furthermore,
these data have shown the CPMD/BLYP functional to be fit for purpose in
describing the structural properties of beryllium complexes in solutions.
CPMD investigation of the deprotonation of the tetraaquaberyllium
cation and its trimeric hydrolysis product.
The predominant species in aqueous solutions of beryllium salts at pH < 3
is the tetraaquaberyllium cation 1a (see Chart 1). However, upon increasing the
solution pH, hydrolytic reactions occur, firstly yielding the monohydroxide
[BeOH(H2O)3]+ (see equation 1) which quickly polymerises into a complex
mixture of oligomeric species of varying compositions.31
    + H   O ⇆ [BeOH(H   O)   ]
  + H   O
  (1)
Due to the availability of useful experimental data, the deprotonation of the
tetraaquaberyllium cation 1a according to equation 1, which marks the onset of the
beryllium hydrolytic processes, provides an appropriate reaction for the extraction
of microscopic observables for comparison with experiment and a gauge of the
reliability of the CPMD methodology. Considering the strong solvation of the
beryllium ion and the difference in charge between the reactant and product in
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equation 1, it would be rather difficult to accurately describe the solvation effects
using simple polarizable continuum models (PCMs). However, CPMD simulations
which are capable of modelling solvation as an actual dynamic ensemble around
the reactant and product are expected to proffer better accuracy and have been used
to reproduce pKa values with accuracies of approximately 1-4 kcal/mol.32
Additionally, CPMD simulations have been successfully employed to reproduce
the acidity constant of the uranyl(VI) hydrate [UO2(H2O)5]2+ and the dissociation
mechanism of formic acid.33, 34
To drive the deprotonation reaction forward according to equation 1,
constrained CPMD simulation was performed by taking a single O-H distance as
the constrained reaction coordinate (r1 as shown in Chart 2). Then pointwise
thermodynamic integration of the Helmholtz free energy along several fixed values
of r1 was propagated as the proton was extended away from the water molecule in
a slow growth from 0.97 to 1.8 Å. To ensure sufficient convergence of the mean
constraint force, each new step of r1 was started up from a previous step and the
simulation was carried on for 1.5-2 ps after 0.5 ps of equilibration time similar to
the level of convergence previously reported.33 The change in Helmholtz free
energy evaluated according to equation 2 afforded the free-energy profile shown in
Figure 3.




Along the simulation pathway at about r1 = 1.4 Å, spontaneous proton
transfer occurred on the accepting water molecule in the second hydration sphere
(Chart 2) followed by the well-known shuffling of the proton in CPMD
simulations.35 Therefore in order to further prolong the reaction path, additional
constraints were imposed on the two OH distances in the accepting water molecule
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from this point on (as shown in Chart 2). To circumvent the slightly restrictive
environment incurred from these additional constraints, the equilibration time at
each integration point was thereafter increased to 1 ps. By r1=1.8 Å, the leaving
proton has effectively been transferred to a water molecule from the second
hydration sphere in agreement with the values for the end-point of other similar
proton transfer processes.32-34 However, it is also worth pointing out that the end of
the reaction coordinate does not correspond to the ideal standard state of infinite
dilution represented by the experimental ΔG0 term which will require continuously
simulating the two product species in order to diffuse away from each other. Based
on deductions from various experimental reports while at the same time considering
the varying concentration and ionic strength, a recommended equilibrium constant
of log β0 = -5.4 has been pointed out for the reaction in equation 1 from which a
free energy of ΔG0= 7.4 kcal/mol can be inferred at 298 K.36 A similar value, 7.7
kcal/mol, was also obtained in a potentiometric study of beryllium hydrolysis.31
Comparing this to the CPMD free energy profile shown in Figure 3, the predicted
difference in free energy between reactant and product taken from the near plateau
region around r1=1.6 Å is 9.6 kcal/mol. This is approximately 1.9 kcal/mol higher
but still in good agreement with experimental values. The reason for the sustained
rise in the free energy is perhaps due to the constraint imposed on both the other
OH bonds which may hinder the reorientation of the solvation shell. Also, the
accumulation of significant mean force on such additional constraints as r1
increases and the calculated ∆   values have been previously reported.37
Nevertheless, a plateau is apparent around r1=1.5-1.7 Å while attempts to speed up
the kinetics by firstly simulating the point at r1 = >1.4 Å at 400 K (keeping all
constraints) then restarting and running the simulation for another 2.5 ps with the
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thermostat set back to 320 K yielded only free energy ∆   values ca. 0.5 kcal/mol
lower compared to the previous simulation.
As a further attempt to assess the validity of the choice of reaction
coordinate, a plot of the mean distance of the leaving proton (r2) to the accepting
water as a function of the constrained value r1 was made (see Supporting
Information). The desirable smooth transition of the leaving proton to the accepting
water molecule with no discontinuities in the reaction pathway is observed showing
that there was no rapid process that could have rendered this path unacceptable due
to significant bias. However, several literature reports have shown other possible
and perhaps more sophisticated reaction coordinates such as the constraining of
coordination numbers, but they have equally been reported to yield very similar
results.33, 38 In practice, the greatest source of error and drawback in the present day
CPMD simulation and pointwise thermodynamic integration technique of this type
is related to the inherent limitation applicable to the corresponding DFT-functional
as well as the inexorable finiteness of the system which forces the use of a limited
number of integration points and simulation times. Nevertheless, within these
limitations, the computation of the acidity constant of the tetraaquaberyllium cation
1a within typical accuracy of DFT-based methods underscores the potential and
applicability of the CPMD approach in the study of beryllium complexes in
solution. This can be of value in probing other beryllium hydroxido species such as
the beryllium trimer [Be3(OH)3]3+.
In aqueous solution, the resultant mononuclear beryllium hydroxido species
formed by the deprotonation reaction of equation 1 is short lived and quickly
polymerises into a range of polynuclear hydrolysis products of which the beryllium
trimer [Be3(OH)3]3+ is the most commonly occurring. This species has been
extensively characterised in the solid state and in the gas phase.11, 31, 39 Employing
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an unconstrained CPMD simulation, this species was immersed in a box of 90 water
molecules in a simulation for 6 ps. Figure 4 displays the Be-OH bond distances of
the beryllium trimer which were found to oscillate around 1.5-1.69 Å, with a mean
value of 1.612(7) Å. The most obvious deduction from this simulation is the
stability of the cyclic arrangement for the beryllium species which was also found
intact in the gas phase by ESI-MS.16
CPMD investigation of Be2+ and counter ions in aqueous solution
For an initial study of the interaction of beryllium with the counter ions in
solution the monomeric complexes shown in Chart 3 have been selected, allowing
for the possibility of outer sphere or inner sphere coordination of the sulfate,
chloride and fluoride anions to the metal centre. It is also worth highlighting that
ESI-MS data equally pointed to the existence of these species especially the inner
sphere complexes, hence a more detailed investigation of structural arrangement
corresponding to the stoichiometric composition from the mass spectra is herein
provided. Clearly, both coordination modes would strongly affect the structural
properties and the coordination ability of the aqueous ligands. Hence detailed
structural and energetics of the complexes 2 and 3 (see Chart 3) was examined.
Optimized geometrical parameters of complexes 2 and 3 are collected in Tables 1
and 2 alongside available experimental data. In addition, structural data from
unconstrained CPMD simulations are reported therein in the gas phase and in
aqueous solution of 63 water molecules for 6 ps where the CPMD simulation in
solution corresponded to a 1 mol L-1 BeSO4, and BeCl2 and BeF2 solution in which
the second halide ion was left to migrate freely in the bulk solution.
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Firstly, the gas phase static optimized geometries are considered. All
complexes could be characterised as minima in the gas phase and in a polarizable
continuum of aqueous solution each revealing C1 symmetry. Going from the BLYP
to the B3LYP functional, Tables 1 and 2, reveals that there is a trend of a slight
shortening of bond distances by ca. 0.01-0.02 Å for the Be-O bonds and by ca. 0.01-
0.03 Å for the Be-X bond distances. The inner sphere coordination of the chloride,
fluoride and sulfate ions evidently weakened the bonding strength of the
coordinated aqua ligands as observed by their elongated Be-O distances. Also, in
the complex 3a, one of the Be-O bonds was shortened due to hydrogen bonding
with the sulfato ligands. This is in agreement with an earlier reported observation
that sulfate ions tend to catalyse the hydrolytic tendency of the beryllium cation in
solution.40 Also, this process serves to explain the extensive beryllium
hydroxido/sulfato speciation observed in studies of aqueous beryllium sulfate
solutions.16 For the outer sphere complexes 2a-c, the sulfate and fluoride ion
provided the most structural perturbation to the tetraaquaberyllium cation 1a which
involved shortening of the Be-O bond distance of a coordinated water molecule due
to hydrogen bonding to an anion in the second solvation sphere. This was followed
by the lengthening of the Be-O bond distance in the remaining water molecules.
However, with the chloride ion in complex 2c, all four Be-O distances were almost
equivalent, signifying a lesser disruption of the primary solvation corresponding to
lesser propensity for the formation of inner sphere complexes in comparison to the
other anions. Moving on to the solution phase, most of the above structural trends
were retained upon solvation of complexes 2 - 3 via a polarizable continuum except
that the Be-OH2 bond distance was observed to decrease by ca. 0.03 Å (for instance
compare BLYP gas and BLYP PCM for 3 in Table 2). Also, for the outer sphere
beryllium complexes, shortening of the Be-O bonds due to hydrogen bonding of the
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water molecule to the counter ion is diminished by ca. 0.04 A for the [Be(H2O)4F]+
complex since solvation would greatly reduce the charge density on the fluoride ion.
Comparison of the optimization by CPMD/BLYP (denoted as Cp-opt) with
other DFT methods especially BYLP reveals closely related bond distances to each
other thereby lending more credence to the effectiveness of the beryllium
pseudopotential used in CPMD. However, going from Cp-opt geometries to
dynamic average from unconstrained CPMD simulations in the gas phase, all bond
distances increased (for instance compare Cp-opt and CPMD entries in Tables 1
and 2). Also, it could be observed that the most significant bond increase occurred
with the Be⋯X bond in the outer sphere complexes 2a-c, although rearrangement
of the species was not observed during the simulations. Moving on to the CPMD in
aqueous solution, the radial distribution functions, gBe-O(r) from CPMD
simulation of the complexes 2 - 3 are given in Figure 5. In accordance with the
preferred tetrahedral geometry of the beryllium ion, RDF of species 2a-c revealed
Be-O coordination integrating to 3 suggesting that the inner sphere complex of
beryllium remained stable throughout the entire simulation, without any ligand
detachment. Visualisation of the simulation supported the earlier suggestion from
the RDF plots that the complexes 2a-c remained intact during the 6 ps simulation,
thereby attesting to the existence of the inner sphere coordination complexes in
solution involving the sulfate, fluoride and chloride anions, in agreement with
experimental evidence.8, 10, 11 However, the only structures that can be structurally
compared to experiment were 3a, 3c and 2a, 2c. In the solid state, the Be⋯OSO 
bond distance of the outer sphere complex in 2a was significantly elongated by ca.
0.3 Å when immersed in solution whereas CPMD simulations in the gas phase
revealed a shortening by ca. 0.1 Å. However, the solvation effect on the sulfato
inner sphere complex 3a increases the Be-OSO3 bond distance by ca. 0.01 Å in
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comparison to the values observed in the structures of the disulfato beryllium anion
[Be(SO4)2(H2O)2]2-.41 In addition, the aqueous CPMD simulation of 3c reveals an
average Be-Cl distance of ca. 2.1 Å, in reasonable comparison to EXAFS
measurements8 at 2.2 Å, whereas static optimization employing a polarizable
continuum underestimate this value by 0.27-0.3 Å depending on the functional.
The sulfate ion poses the additional complication of different possible
coordination modes, cf. Chart 4. CPMD simulations reveal that 2-SO4
coordination to beryllium as shown in 4a is unstable in aqueous solution. In a
simulation for 6 ps, one of the 2-SO4 bonds in the complex 4a lengthens to about
3.5 Å and eventually decoordinates from the primary solvation sphere while
simultaneously letting in a water molecule from the secondary coordination sphere,
which leads to the collapse of 4a into 3a after 4.75 ps (see Figure 6). Nevertheless,
a minimum on the potential energy surface was obtained for the species 4a in the
gas phase and in the polarizable continuum model. While it has been suggested that
a 2-SO4 coordination to beryllium could exist in beryllium sulfate melts,10 it is
clear that chelation from the four-membered ring and the small bite size of the
sulfate ion cannot compete favourably with the ion solvation, thus monodentate and
bridging coordination modes are preferred. Furthermore, structural inference from
the stoichiometric composition supplied by ESI mass spectra have suggested mixed
beryllium sulfato/hydroxido complexes proposed as complexes 4b and 4c
illustrating additional coordination modes of the sulfato ligands (chart 4). To
investigate these species in an aqueous environment, CPMD simulation of 4b and
4c were followed for a total of 6 ps in solution. The sulfato ligand appeared to be
quite flexible and during the first 2 ps, the -OSO3 bonding mode in 4b gradually
approaches the 2-O2SO2 bonding mode in complex 4c. Also a similar but faster
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rotation of the sulfato ligands was observed in a simulation starting from 4c but
both systems remain stable and unchanged throughout the simulations. The relative
stability of both complexes (with the remaining coordination site of the beryllium
ion filled with aqua ligands) was then examined by employing a static calculation
in the gas phase and PCM. It was observed that the structure in 4b was relatively
more stable compared to 4c by 6.2 kcal/mol and 5.2 kcal/mol in PCM and gas phase,
respectively, at the B3LYP level. This indeed hints at the preference of the
monodentate coordination mode of the sulfate ion aqueous systems. In comparison
to the stable bridging coordination mode of the sulfate ion, corresponding
complexes employing bridging X ligands (where X is chloride and fluoride)
appeared to be unstable: When CPMD simulations were started from dinuclear,
doubly-bridged species such as 4b with a four-membered rings with a bridging Be-
O(H)-Be and a Be-X-Be moiety, these structures opened up to singly bridged
complexes with X-Be-O(H)-Be moieties (both in the gas phase and in aqueous
solution), revealing that a halide would generally coordinate to the beryllium in a
monodentate fashion. This observation is entirely consistent with previously
reported NMR coupling evidence which also provides no suggestion of bridging
fluorides.25
Relative energies
To answer the question of the likelihood of outer versus inner coordination
of counter ions, the affinities of the beryllium ion to the sulfate, fluoride and
chloride ions were assessed by following the energetics of the sequential
substitution for aqua ligands in comparison with experimental data where available.
Although it is important to note that apart from the individual affinities of the
counter ions towards the beryllium ion, the prevalent species in solution would be
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dependent on the ion concentrations in solution. Salient data of the energetic
parameters computed at various DFT levels involving static PCM optimizations and
single point energy evaluations according to equation 3 (where X = F-, Cl-) are
summarised in Tables 3 and 4.
[Be(H   O)   ]
    + nX ⇆ [BeX   (H   O)       ]
(      )  + nH   O (3)
As expected, all anions are strongly bound in the gas phase. The simple
continuum model attenuates these binding energies significantly but fails to
reproduce the experimental data for X = F even qualitatively. A single F is
computed to be unbound, whereas it has a strong affinity experimentally (see G
values for n = 1 in Table 3). Two or more fluorides are computed to be bound, but
neither the observed binding free energies nor their trends from n = 1 to 4 are
reproduced even qualitatively. This failure can almost certainly be attributed to the
lack of specific H-bonding interactions in the simple PCMs. We note that single
halide anions with their high charge density are very difficult targets for PCMs
(microsolvated complexes with additional explicit water molecules might improve
the energetics, but this was not attempted).
To go beyond the simple static PCM calculation, we have evaluated the free
energies of ligand substitution on the beryllium ion in water by means of
constrained CPMD simulations and pointwise thermodynamic integration. We
chose reaction coordinates designed to mimic the ligand substitution of a beryllium
coordinated aqua ligand by X = F- and SO42- ligands. This would essentially involve
a transition from the outer sphere complexes 2a-b to the inner sphere complexes
3a-b. This technique has gained increased popularity as it is widely employed to
reproduce the free binding energies of metal complexes in solution.37, 42
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Following previous experimental and computational propositions6, 43
modelling of the ligand substitution via a dissociative pathway was not attempted.
Besides, preliminary CPMD simulation showed that a tri-coordinated beryllium
centre tends to accept a fourth water molecule to complete its coordination within
0.5 ps of simulation. Therefore, the ligand exchange was enforced by constraining
the Be-X and Be-OH2 bond distances as reaction coordinates and fixing the
difference ∆r = r1-r2 where r1 = Be-X and r2 = Be-O bonds (see Chart 5).
Importantly, fixing the difference in distance is less restrictive compared to
individually fixing the two distances (r1 and r2) simultaneously as it allows a higher
degree of motion such that the true nature of the TS region can be probed (O…Be-
X → O…Be…X → O-Be…X).
The ligand substitution reaction was undertaken by fixing the difference ∆r 
at successively larger values in steps sizes of 0.3 Å and propagating the system at
each point until the mean constrained force 〈   (   )〉 was sufficiently converged. The
Helmholtz free energy at each point was evaluated via numerical integration
according to equation 2. Generally, the system was found to be converged within
1.5 to 2.5 ps after 0.5 ps of equilibration time in agreement with previously reported
degree of convergence from similar studies.37, 42
Firstly, CPMD simulations of the fluoride exchange on the beryllium cation
(i.e. X=F-) are considered. Starting from the minimum at Δr = -2.18 Å and
increasing the distance difference Δr the leaving fluoride ion is gradually
transferred to the outer coordination sphere. It subsequently accepts hydrogen
bonds from other aqua ligands while a distant aqua ligand enters the inner
coordination sphere to form a solvent-separated ion pair with beryllium while
passing through a transition state at ∆r = 0.21 Å. A second minimum is reached at
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Δr = 2.01 Å at which the mean constraint force basically is zero. Thus, the free
energy difference between the two points which constitutes the total driving force
for the fluoride binding is computed to be 6.2 kcal/mol by the CPMD based
approach which agrees favourably with the experimental value of 6.68 kcal/mol. It
should also be noted that the CPMD simulation does not correspond to the ideal
state of infinite dilution and as such the order of accord between simulation and
experimental can possibly differ further. Nevertheless, the CPMD method certainly
constitutes improvement over the results from static calculation employing the
BLYP/PCM (compare with Table 3).
On the other hand, the above CPMD simulation is more comparable to the
transition from an outer sphere complex 2b to the inner sphere complex 3b in the
last stage of a ligand substitution process according to the Eigen-Wilkins
mechanism.7 Using a conductrimetric stopped-flow technique, the experimental
activation energy barrier for this process in the aqua substitution by a fluoride has
been reported as 8.9 ± 0.8 kcal/mol.44
By employing the CPMD approach, and assuming the outer sphere complex
(at the product side in Figure 7 and equation (3) ) to be set at zero, the activation
energy barrier for the substitution of a water molecule by the fluoride ion is
reproduced as 10.7 kcal/mol. This barrier, though a bit overestimated and somewhat
uncharacteristic for GGAs, is still in good agreement with the experimental value
by ca 2.5 kcal/mol, an acceptable value for calculation with the present day DFT
method.
It should be noted that with pre-defined reaction coordinates (which do not
necessarily have to coincide with the minimum energy reaction pathway), only an
upper limit for the barrier can be given (in contrast, since the free energy is a state
function, the driving force for the reaction corresponding to the difference between
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the start and endpoint of our integration paths should be independent of the path
followed). In order to scrutinize the reaction path for possible lower activation
energy barriers, the transition state region was examined further. In principle, the
simulation constraint should be flexible enough so that the system can reorient to
the most favourable angle of attack although this might require much longer
simulation times. To speed up any possible reorientation process CPMD simulation
of the transition state at ∆r = 0.21 Å was performed at 400 K for an additional 2 ps.
Thereafter, the endpoint of the simulation was employed to retrace the CPMD
trajectory using the same step sizes and slow growth in the positive and negative
direction of the transition state while maintaining the same constraint as before.
Essentially, this also provided a means to probe for any hysteresis effect which can
potentially upset such constrained CPMD simulations (due to the finite integration
points along the reaction path). Generally, no huge deviation from the previous
simulation was observed and the resultant average activation energy barrier from
both simulations was 10.9 kcal/mol.
Following the O⋯Be⋯F angles of the atoms involved in the constraint
confirms that the transition state corresponds to a backside attack (that is resembling
the SN2 transition state in organic chemistry mechanism as shown in Chart 5) in
which the O⋯Be⋯F angle ranges between 162-178o. Furthermore, the transition
state at ∆r = 0.21 Å was again simulated using the same constraint but with the
respective value for the O⋯Be⋯F angle corresponding to a frontside attack (see
Chart 5). Evidently, the small size of the beryllium ion highly disfavours a potential
transition state in a frontside attack and this transition state species reorients into
complex 2b within 3 ps of simulation.
Certainly, the greatest limitation of present day ab initio molecular
dynamics simulation lies in its treatment of the electronic structure commonly
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implemented by the Kohn-Sham DFT formalism of which only a couple of GGA
functionals have been shown to generally provide a better description of liquid
water.45 To further investigate the effect of the functional on the activation energy
barrier and driving force for the reaction, a snapshot of the complex in the transition
state region with zero FE gradient at ∆r = 0.21 Å, was extracted and used as a
starting input to locate a transition state using static calculations and implicit
solvation using the PCM model. The free energy profile for the reaction is shown
in Figure 8 while the energetics of the reaction calculated by various functionals is
tabulated in Table 5. On going from BLYP to B3LYP and MP2 the driving force
for the reaction tend to increase by 0.3 to 0.5 kcal/mol whereas the barrier of the
reaction is decreased by 0.2-0.6 kcal/mol. Comparing the CPMD results to PCM
data, it can be seen that the activation energy barrier is much more overestimated
than the free energy difference between the two points. While static calculations at
BLYP level predicted an activation energy barrier of 12.9 kcal/mol, employing the
CPMD/PTI technique with the same functional yields an activation energy of 10.9
kcal/mol which is closer to the experimental value. More disparate results between
PCM and CPMD are even obtained in the calculation of the driving force of the
reaction whereby the PCM static calculation pinpoints the reaction energy as 12.0
kcal/mol in comparison to 6.2 kcal/mol obtained from CPMD simulations.
From these data, it is clearly observed that the large driving force for the
formation of the inner sphere complex in the gas phase would be well attenuated in
solution but this is difficult to describe by simple continuum models. It must also
be conceded that solvation effects are not the only concern in the computation of
these beryllium complexes and the description of the electronic structure is also of
high importance. For instance, the highly parameterised MO6-2X functional was
found to yield a static calculation result in PCM closest to experimental results
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while differing from other functionals by 0.4 – 1 kcal/mol for the activation energy
barrier and 1.2 – 1.7 kcal/mol for the driving force of the reaction. This is consistent
with the recommendation for this functional in the computation of thermodynamics
of the main group elements.46
Finally, the same CPMD-based technique has been used to evaluate the
activation energy barrier involved in the ligand substitution of a water molecule by
the sulfate ion in the tetraquaberyllium cation 1a using the corresponding
H   O⋯Be⋯SO  bond distance as reaction coordinate. In the resulting free-energy
profile depicted in Figure 9a starting from the outer sphere sulfato complex
Be(H2O)4.SO4 at Δr = -2.1 Å, a second but slightly higher minimum is apparent at
the end of the simulation at Δr = 1.7 Å corresponding to the inner sphere complex
BeSO4.(H2O)3.H2O. According to Figure 9a, the activation free energy barrier for
this reaction is obtained as 13.6 kcal/mol. Several measurements of the activation
energy for the ligand substitution of the aqua ligand by a sulfate ion have been
reported with varying degrees of agreement.40, 47 However the activation energy
barrier of 11 kcal/mol, reported by Strehlow and Knoche by employing a pressure
jump relaxation technique to re-examine other previously published data appear to
be more reliable.40 CPMD simulation in this study has reproduced this the activation
energy barrier within 2.6 kcal/mol.
To further investigate the effect of the solvent, the ligand substitution path
of the sulfate ion for a water molecule was followed in the gas phase. Similar CPMD
simulations were again set up employing the same constraint and the resultant free-
energy profile is depicted in Figure 9b. Judging from the difference in ∆   between
the two curves in Figure 9a and b, the stabilization of the inner sphere sulfato
complex in the gas phase amounts to ca. 7.5 kcal/mol. Moreover, it can be observed
that the larger driving force of the formation of the inner sphere beryllium sulfato
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complex in the gas phase is attenuated in solution. This is in complete accord with
the ubiquitous observation of the beryllium sulfato complex in the ESI-MS of
beryllium sulfate solution and is further agreement of the proposed route of charge
reduction during the ESI-MS process. Additionally, it is should also be noted that
the substitution of the aqua ligand by a sulfato ligand is catalysed by the OH- ion
thereby suggesting other pathways leading to the inner sphere complex.40
Mechanism of counterion exchange process with an aqua ligand on the
solvated beryllium cation
The water exchange on the tetraaquaberyllium cation 1a has previously
been studied both experimentally and computationally in some detail.6, 7, 43 The
consensus classification for the water exchange between the first and second
coordination spheres of the beryllium ion with aqua ligand is a limiting associative
or associative interchange mechanism according to the high negative activation
volume of -13.6 cm3 mol-1 relative to other water exchange processes. On the other
hand, computational results of Puchta et al appear to provide evidence for the
interchange mechanism as predominant in water exchange.48 This result is
consistent with previous mechanistic studies involving water exchanges.
Computationally, the preference for a mechanism is often rationalized by
examining key species, especially the transition state species. For the substitution
mechanisms for simple ligands such as fluoride ions on [Be(H2O)4]2+, tracing the
reaction energy trajectory for the exchange mechanism by the CPMD/PTI
technique passes through a trigonal bipyramidal penta-coordinated complex. The
occurrence of the transition state at r close to zero points out that both the entering
and the leaving groups have considerable bonding to the beryllium centre which is
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a clear indication of an interchange type of mechanism. Realistically, an
interchange associative Ia mechanism would be challenging to distinguish from an
interchange mechanism. However, while the associative mechanism produces an
intermediate of which all the bonds to the beryllium ion are within the expected
range as in the reactants and products and thus can be characterized by the absence
of any imaginary vibrational frequency the interchange mechanism reveals a
transition state. The static optimization of this trigonal bipyramidal penta-
coordinated beryllium complex for the fluoride exchange could be characterized as
a true transition state by the presence of exactly one imaginary vibrational
frequency when optimized with the B3LYP functional in agreement with an
interchange associative mechanism.
Furthermore, it is obvious that the small size of the beryllium ion will strongly
disfavour a five coordinate species with similar bond distances as would be required
to form a true intermediate. Rather, inspection of the Be-O and Be-X (X=F-, SO42-)
bond distances of the entering and leaving ligands reveal that their bond distances
are 0.3-0.8 Å longer than the Be-O/Be-X bonds not directly involved in the
exchange process. This is more obvious with the sulfate exchange compared to the
fluoride ion possibly due to steric factors. However, for the sulfate substitution,
attempts to optimize a transition state failed repeated times though this does not
connote the absence of a transition state. Obviously, the agreement of the CPMD
results from this study with experimental data reveal that the mechanism for the




In summary, we have employed static DFT calculations and Car-Parrinello
molecular dynamics simulations to elucidate the precise coordination environment
about the beryllium ion in mixed aquo, fluorido and sulfato complexes as proposed
from stoichiometry data assessed from electrospray ionization mass spectrometry.
It was established that in the presence of counter ions such as fluoride, sulfate and
chloride, inner sphere complexes exist in solution in agreement with the observation
made in earlier discussed mass spectra. The sulfate and fluoride ions were
particularly prone to the formation of such species in comparison to the chloride
ion. In addition, the multidentate nature of the sulfate facilitated various polynuclear
structural arrangements of beryllium sulfato complexes. Furthermore, the role of
the solvation on geometric and energetic parameters of beryllium complexes were
illustrated pointing out that the accurate description of the solvent effect is
particularly challenging for simple continuum models. On the other hand, the
computationally demanding technique of ab initio molecular dynamics, involving
the treatment of the whole solution as a dynamic ensemble has provided better
agreement with experimental data thereby highlighting the role played by the
hydrogen bond interactions with the solute which are critical but which,
unfortunately, cannot be captured by a continuum. Finally, it has been shown that
the beryllium speciation in aqueous solution could involve independent hydrated
metal ions as well as inner and outer sphere complexes depending on the binding
affinity of the counterion and its concentration in solution. This insight into the
speciation of beryllium in a solvent environment using the CPMD/PTI
methodology as well as the impressive reproduction of the energetics of the ligand
substitution reaction on the beryllium cation would be a reference point in
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subsequent ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of beryllium interactions with
important binding sites on other ligands of interest.
Computational details
Static calculations
Static calculations on the beryllium complexes were performed using the Gaussian
09 program.49 Non-periodic geometry optimizations using density functional theory
(DFT) were performed in the gas phase and aqueous phase employing the PCM
implementation of Tomasi and co-workers50 (utilising the united-atom UFF radii
and the parameters of water). The main DFT functional employed for the
calculation of the exchange-correlation energy were the BLYP51, 52 and the hybrid
B3LYP52, 53 functionals. These were chosen in order to assess a close comparison
with results from ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. The minimum or the
transition state character of each geometry was verified by computation of the
harmonic vibrational frequencies. Thereafter, using the optimized geometries from
the respective medium, single point energies were calculated both in gas phase and
the PCM with 6-311++G(d,p) basis. Gibbs free energy differences were obtained
by subtracting reactant from the free energies of the products. In addition, the effect
of empirical dispersion corrections of Grimme and the basis-set superposition error
(BSSE) (evaluated using the counterpoise method) on individual bonds were
computed.54
Ab initio molecular dynamics
Ab initio molecular dynamics were performed using the Car-Parrinello scheme55 as
implemented in the CPMD program56 (version 3.7). CPMD simulations were
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performed using the BLYP functional as this functional has been noted to display
impressive performance in describing the properties of liquid water.57, 58 Norm
conserving pseudopotentials utilised in this study were generated according to the
procedure by Troullier and Martins59 and transformed into the nonlocal form using
the scheme proposed by Kleinman-Bylander.60 A new pseudopotential was
generated for beryllium (see Supporting Information) while the pseudopotential
employed for all other elements had been previously generated and validated.42
Geometric parameters labelled as CP-opt involved optimization implemented in the
CPMD program until the maximum gradient was less than 5x10-4 a.u.
The electronic wave functions were described using the Kohn-Sham orbitals
expanded in plane waves up to a kinetic energy cut-off of 80 Ry. The simulations
were performed in a periodically repeating cubic box with lattice constant varying
depending on the size of the system. While a cell edge of 12.8 Å was employed for
simulation of the beryllium species in the gas phase or in a box of 67 water
molecules, 14 Å was employed for the simulations in 90 water molecules. Starting
structures involving 67 water molecules were generated from a pre-equilibrated
system from previous CPMD simulations42 (by manually placing in the appropriate
atoms with the Be complex) while the water molecules in the bigger box were
generated from pre-equilibrated classical MD snapshots.
The CPMD simulations were performed with a fictitious electronic mass of
600 a.u, and a time step of 0.0121 fs, in a NVT ensemble using a single Nosé-
Hoover thermostat set to 300 K (instantaneous heat-up, frequency 1800 cm-1),
except when otherwise stated (in order to increase the mobility of the solvent).
Hydrogen was substituted with deuterium in order to increase the time step and
long-range electrostatic interactions treated with the Ewald method,5 electrostatic
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decoupling between the cell was exempted since the error introduced in a related
system have been reported to be insignificant.
Unconstrained CPMD were generally performed over 6-18 ps and the first
3 ps were taken for equilibration. Furthermore, constrained CPMD simulation in
the gas phase and aqueous solution were conducted along defined reaction
coordinates. Thereafter, pointwise thermodynamic integration (PTI)61 of the mean
constraint force along the chosen coordinates were evaluated to obtain the changes
in the Helmholtz free energy according to equation 2 and at each point, the
simulation was performed until the mean constraint force was converged.
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Chart 1 Tetraaquaberyllium cation 1a and tetraammineberyllium cation 1b
Chart 2 Tetraaquaberyllium cation 1a solvated by a water molecule in the second
solvation sphere revealing the O-H distances r1 and r2. (r* are the additional constraints
imposed to prolong the reaction pathway)
X = O S O 32-2a
X = F-, 2b
X = Cl-, 2c
X = O S O 32-3a
X = F-, 3b
X = Cl-, 3c
Chart 3 Outer sphere complexes (OSC) 2a-2c and inner sphere complexes (ISC) 3a-3c of
beryllium complexes with sulfate, fluoride and chloride ions.
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4a 4b 4c
Chart 4 Chelating or bridging coordination modes of the sulfato ligand
Chart 5 Transition state in a frontside and backside attack revealing O-Be-X constraint
employed in the constrained CPMD simulation of the ligand substitution on the




Figure 1 Solid lines: Be-O and Be-N radial distribution function of a) [Be(H2O)4]2+ and b)
[Be(NH3)4]2+ in aqueous solution and liquid ammonia from unconstrained CPMD/BLYP
simulations; dashed lines: total number of O or N atoms in a sphere with radius r around
Be (data collected after the first 3 ps).
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Figure 2 Snapshot showing the immediate coordination environment of the Be2+ ion
revealing organisation of the primary solvation sphere (ball and stick model) and the
hydrogen bonded network of secondary solvation sphere (tubes) from the CPMD
simulation.
Figure 3 Computed free-energy profile for the deprotonation of the tetraaquaberyllium
cation 1a in aqueous solution.
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Figure 4 Time-evolution of Be-O distances (in Å) for the beryllium hydroxido trimer




Figure 5 Be-O radial distribution function of a) beryllium chlorido complexes 2c and 3c
b) beryllium fluorido complexes 2b and 3b.
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Figure 6 Time evolution of Be-O distances in complexes 4a and 3a (in Å) showing the
lengthening of a Be-OSO3 bond distance (red) and the entering of a water molecule into
the primary coordination sphere (blue).
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Figure 7 Calculated change in Helmholtz free energy, ΔA, for the substitution of an aqua
ligand by a fluoride ion as obtained from constrained CPMD simulations and
thermodynamic integration, including representative snapshots from the indicated region.
(reaction coordinate: difference r between Be-O and Be-F bond distances).
Figure 8 (Free) energy profile for the structural transition between the outer sphere and
inner sphere structural arrangements of beryllium fluorido complex from static
calculations (see Table 5 for selected values of E‡, G‡.).
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Figure 9a Calculated change in free energy, ΔA, for the substitution of an aqua ligand by a
sulfato ligand as obtained from constrained CPMD simulations in aqueous solution and
thermodynamic integration, including representative snapshots from the indicated region.
(reaction coordinate: Be-OSO3 bond distance).
Figure 9b Calculated change in free energy, ΔA, for the substitution of an aqua ligand by
a sulfato as obtained from constrained CPMD simulations in the gas phase and
thermodynamic integration (reaction coordinate: Be-OSO3 bond distance).
42
Table 1 Geometrical parameters (bond distances in Å) of complexes 2a-c.
























































































































aOptimized equilibrium distances in the gas phase [in square brackets: values computed in a continuum solvation model (PCM)for the corresponding
functional].bMean distances in CMPD/BLYP simulations (in parentheses: standard deviations over the trajectories). cref 7 (XRD, neutron and X-ray diffraction
techniques). dref 27
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Table 2 Geometrical parameters (bond distances in Å) of complexes 3a-c, 4a.
Type of
complex


























































































































aOptimized equilibrium distances in the gas phase [in square brackets: values computed in a continuum solvation model (PCM)for the corresponding
functional].bMean distances in CMPD/BLYP simulations (in parentheses: standard deviations over the trajectories).cEXAFS, ref 8
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Table 3 Computed energies according to equation (3) for the fluoride ion (X=F-) in kcal/mol
B3LYP ΔG 
Exptan ΔE (gas) ΔE PCM ΔG PCM 
1 -260.4 15.1 12.5 -6.68
2 -423.0 -19.0 -23.8 -5.13
3 -491.8 -65.9 -72.0 -3.8
4 -415.2 -59.3 -66.9 -1.94
BLYP ΔG 
Exptan ΔE (gas) ΔE PCM ΔG PCM 
1 -256.4 17.76 15.1 -6.68
2 -415.3 -15.9 -19.9 -5.13
3 -481.1 -62.1 -68.5 -3.8
4 -401.1 -54.9 -62.9 -1.94
aref11
Table 4 Computed energies according to equation (3) for the chloride ion (X=Cl-) in kcal/mol.
B3LYP
n ΔE (gas) ΔE PCM ΔG PCM 
1 -161.8 45.1 42.9
2 -335.4 37.9 34.2
3 -361.3 19.3 13.1
4 -299.2 36.8 28.6
BLYP
n ΔE (gas) ΔE PCM ΔG PCM 
1 -201.6 46.4 44.3
2 -310.8 38.8 34.5
3 -324.6 18.6 12.2
4 -249.5 36.3 27.7
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Table 5 Computed activation energies for the transition between the outer sphere and inner
sphere structural arrangements of beryllium fluorido complex (see Figure 8); energies and free










Ab initio nmolecular dynamic simulations are validated as tool to study structure and
speciation of Be2+ complexes in aqueous solution
Be
